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Notice
The preparation of this document was funded in part by the United States Department
of Transportation with funding administered through the North Dakota Department of
Transportation and Federal Highway Administration. The United States Government
and State of North Dakota assume no liability for the contents or use thereof.

This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. The United
States Government and the State of North Dakota do not endorse products or
manufacturers. Trade or manufacturers' names that may appear herein are only
because they are considered essential to the objective of this document.

The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors, who are responsible for the
facts and the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily
reflect policies of the state and federal Departments of Transportation.
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Introduction
The Minnesota /Fourth Avenue corridor passes through a very distinctive
historic neighborhood known as the “Near Southside District” in Grand
Forks, North Dakota. In addition to the eclectic mix of architectural styles
found throughout the district, the neighborhood also contains some of the
few remaining patented concrete pavements placed in the early twentieth
century known as “Granitoid”. Many of the homes in the district and the
Granitoid pavement itself are listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, and together create the unique character that is revealed along
the corridor.
The Minnesota/Fourth Avenue corridor has been a perennial issue within
the metro area. Previous studies have suggested concepts to remedy
traffic concerns and deteriorating pavement quality, but have been
discounted or delayed for one reason or another. Attempts to modify the
corridor have not been mutually accepted by property owners and others
because of the potential for increased traffic, removal of the historic
pavements, and the perceived negative impacts to the historic quality and
pedestrian safety of the neighborhood.
In 1994, a study was conducted by the GF-EGF MPO to review pavement
and traffic issues along the corridor. The MPO retained the consulting
services of Barton-Aschman Associates to develop recommendations to
upgrade the corridor. The 1994 study recommended the entire corridor be
reconstructed using stamped concrete, as well as recommending the
incorporation of a complementary set of streetscape enhancements to
maintain the historic quality of the neighborhood. The 1994 study also
proposed the concept of an alternative corridor that would redirect
“through” traffic, to an alternative corridor, in an attempt maintain the
present character of the neighborhood. Redirecting traffic along an
alternative corridor was not accepted due to its inefficiency in reducing
congestion on the corridor. However, the Citizens Review Committee
embraced (and the MPO’s Executive Board later adopted) a different set
of recommendations.
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Introduction
The final MPO recommendations called for reconstructing the entire length of
the corridor by removing the existing pavement and curbs (except for retaining
in place those located on Fourth Avenue west of the alley west of Chestnut)
and reconstructing the intersections of Cottonwood and Walnut. The new
concrete pavement would be stamped to reflect the scored pattern of
Granitoid. Protective measures for installing new pavement near locations of
Granitoid preservation areas were also described and defined in a
memorandum of agreement between the City of Grand Forks and the State
Historical Society of North Dakota.
In 1997, the Red River Valley experienced a flood of historic proportions,
which placed much of the cities of Grand Forks – East Grand Forks under
water. The resulting clean-up and construction efforts after the flood placed an
additional stress on the pavements as heavy equipment traversed the corridor
to access the dikes for the flood protection project.
Given the passage of time since that event, the GF-EGF MPO desired an
update of the 1994 study to verify the suitability of the 1994 recommendations,
or develop alternative recommendations considering the advanced
deterioration of the pavement and changes in corridor traffic.
On behalf of the Grand Forks-East Grand Forks Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO), Kadrmas, Lee and Jackson (KLJ) completed this report
for the Minnesota/Fourth Avenue corridor. The area included in this study of
the Minnesota/Fourth Avenue corridor begins at the Point Bridge, then runs
west along Minnesota/Fourth Avenue until just west of the Cherry Street
intersection (see Figure 1).
Intersections evaluated in the study include South Third Street, South Fourth
Street, South Fifth Street, Reeves Drive, Belmont Road, Chestnut Street,
Walnut Street, Cottonwood Street and Cherry Street.
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Introduction
Figure 1: Corridor Study Area
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Project Need
This study is being conducted to address two main concerns:
1. Restore Pavement Ride Quality
A majority of Granitoid pavement along the corridor is in poor
condition. The cracking and consequential patching efforts have
resulted in a broken, choppy pavement that is rough and
uncomfortable for motorists and bicyclists. The pavement condition
was undoubtedly worsened by the flood of 1997 and is now beyond
repair for all practical purposes. The pavement in its present condition
has lost much of its structural integrity as a paving surface and may
be lessening the quality of the neighborhood. The conditions are also
causing resident and motorist frustration for lack of appropriate repair
methodology from a public works perspective.
2. The Intersection of Minnesota / Fourth Avenues
The oblique angles with which South Sixth Street and Minnesota
Avenue intersect Fourth Avenue south create problems with sight
distance and line of vision. Additionally, the intersection geometry is
inadequate for the 25 mph speed limit. Large trees along the corridor
enhance the historic and residential character of the neighborhood.
While some of the trees contribute to restricted sight distance, there
has been strong sentiment to preserve the trees rather than improve
the intersection geometry and sight distance.
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Project Goals and Objectives
The consultant, along with representatives of the steering committee,
developed a set of goals and objectives to assist the design team in delivering
a well rounded study. They are:
Goal 1: Maintain and enhance the historic / intrinsic qualities of the
corridor.
Objective: Confirm / update historic mitigation plan
Objective: Identify opportunities to re-use existing materials from the corridor
Goal 2: Improve the ride quality of the street.
Objective: Restore pavement ride
Objective: Recognize characteristics of Granitoid as it contributes to
neighborhood aesthetic (color / texture)
Goal 3: Improve pedestrian safety throughout the corridor
Objective: Recognize safety issues for bicyclists, wheel chairs, and nonmotorists
Objective: Ensure ADA accessibility throughout the corridor
Objective: Reference school crossing study
Goal 4: Improve intersection at Minnesota / Fourth Avenues
Objective: Improve sight distance
Objective: Minimize loss of existing trees
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Existing Conditions
Functional Classification
Minnesota Avenue and 4th Avenue South are both classified as Minor Arterial streets, which
qualifies the corridor for federal construction funding assistance through the NDDOT Urban
Roads Program. The primary function of Minor Arterials is to carry traffic efficiently through an
area of town, or between Principal Arterials and minor local and Collector streets.
Right of Way & Street Width
The right-of-way width varies between 66 feet and 80 feet throughout the study corridor. The
pavement is 31 feet wide between the curbs throughout the corridor with exception of the
westernmost block, which widens out to 49 feet wide. See Figure 2 for existing right-of-way
widths and for an illustration of the typical street section width.
Existing Pavements
Located within the Near Southside Historic District of Grand Forks, the corridor is noted for its
historic pavement material called Granitoid. This unique patented pavement is made with a
bottom layer of more conventional concrete, topped with a second layer that includes granite
chips embedded in concrete for a total thickness of 7 inches. The pavement surface was
grooved with a brick-like pattern that is staggered perpendicular to the direction of travel to
provide sure footing for horses. The pavement has been placed on the National Register of
Historic Places, and agreements with the State Historical Society govern its maintenance and
replacement. Many streets in Grand Forks historic district were paved with Granitoid in 1910
and 1911. Grand Forks is one of only several cities in the nation that still have visible areas of
Granitoid pavement.
Currently the overall condition of the pavement is poor. The pavement and ride quality have
been deteriorating. Various layers of patches along with areas of the original Granitoid
pavement are in need of replacement or improvement. The pavement produces a rough,
uncomfortable ride and unsightly view for motorists. Any improvements to the ride quality
should consider all modes of travel: vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle.
Another historic element that still exists along the roadway is the sandstone curbs. The
condition of these curbs varies. Some segments are good condition and may be salvageable in
4 foot long or larger blocks. Other areas of the sandstone curbs are broken or crumbling apart,
having deteriorated to a point where they would no longer be able to be reused. It is known
that at least some street corners in the historic district included iron “rub rails” along the top
edge of the curb to protect wagon wheels that rubbed on the curbs. However, no rub rails are
currently known to exist along the Minnesota/4th Avenue Corridor.
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Existing Conditions
Figure 2: Existing Right-of-Way and Typical Street Section
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Existing Conditions
Intersection Geometrics - Minnesota / Fourth Avenues
The through traffic traveling on 4th Avenue and Minnesota Avenue pass
through a skewed intersection in the center of the study area. This
intersection connects 4th Avenue, 6th Street and Minnesota Avenue. There
are several safety concerns for motorists and pedestrians traveling
through or near this location. The sight distance is not adequate for
motorists traveling at the roadway’s posted speed limit of 25 mph. The
through traffic on 4th Avenue (eastbound for example) passes through the
intersection on a curve and then travels onto Minnesota Avenue. The
curve through the intersection is also too sharp to meet a 25 mph design
speed. Many vehicles cross into the oncoming traffic lane when they
maneuver through the intersection curve. It may be unclear, especially to
out-of-town motorists, which approaches should be yielding and which
have the right-of-way. Any of the left or right turns from the minor street
approaches (from 6th Street or from the east approach of 4th Avenue),
have to deal with difficult lines of sight due to the angle of the approaches.
These minor approaches do have stop signs; however unfamiliar
motorists may have trouble knowing which other approaches also have
stop signs. Additionally, neighborhood perception is that much of the
through traffic is traveling too fast through the intersection. Although the
intersection does not experience a high number of crashes, some
neighborhood residents maintain that the safety of the motorists and
pedestrians need to be addressed before an injury occurs.
Existing Land Uses
Through the study area, the land use is primarily residential (see figure 3).
The residential area contains some of the oldest houses in Grand Forks in
the Near Southside Historic District. A majority of the corridor passes
through the historic district. There is an elementary school on the south
side of 4th Avenue South between Chestnut Street and Belmont Road.
There is a Lutheran Church on the north side of 4th Avenue South
between Walnut Street and Chestnut Street. Triangle Park is located on
the block that is surrounded by South 6th Street, Reeves Drive, and 4th
Avenue South.
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Existing Conditions
Figure 3: Existing Land Use Map
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Existing Conditions
Existing Traffic Data/ Existing Level Of Service (LOS)
The existing traffic ranged from 4000 to 5500 vehicles per day along the
corridor from west to east. These values represent the average daily traffic
(ADT) and are shown in blue on figure 4. Turning movement traffic counts
were taken in May 2008. Peak hour traffic was determined from these counts
at each intersection. This peak hour traffic was analyzed with the existing lane
configurations at nine intersections within the study area. The figure shows the
existing levels of service based on those counts during the peak hour. All
signalized intersections received a LOS C or better on each approach and the
overall intersection level of service is C or better.
Signalized intersection LOS is defined by various ranges of control delay,
which is motorist delay caused by traffic signals.
LOS A
Describes operations with low control delay, up to 10 seconds/vehicle. This
LOS occurs when traffic progression is extremely favorable and most vehicles
arrive during the green signal phase. Many vehicles do not need to stop at all.
Short traffic signal cycle lengths may tend to contribute to low control delay
values.
LOS B
Describes operations with control delay greater than 10 and up to 20 s/veh.
This level generally occurs with good traffic progression, short cycle lengths,
or both. More vehicles stop than with LOS A, causing higher levels
LOS C
Describes operations with control delay greater than 20 and up to 35 s/veh.
These higher delays may result from only fair traffic progression, longer cycle
lengths, or both. Some individual motorists may have to wait through one
green phase and into the next green phase before proceeding, referred to as
cycle failure. The number of vehicles stopping is significant at this level,
though many still pass through the intersection without stopping.
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Existing Conditions
LOS D
Describes operations with control delay greater than 35 and up to 55 s/veh. At
LOS D, the influence of congestion becomes more noticeable. Longer delays
may result from some combination of unfavorable traffic progression, long
cycle lengths, and high traffic volumes in relation to the roadway capacity (v/c
ratio). Many vehicles must stop, and the proportion of vehicles not stopping
declines. Individual cycle failures are noticeable.
LOS E
Describes operations with control delay greater than 55 and up to 80 s/veh.
These high delay values generally indicate poor traffic progression, long cycle
lengths, and high v/c ratios. Many vehicles stop, and the proportion of vehicles
not stopping declines. Individual cycle failures are more frequent.
LOS F
Describes operations with control delay in excess of 80 s/veh. This level,
considered unacceptable to most drivers, often occurs with oversaturation,
that is the number of vehicles arriving exceeds the capacity of intersection or
individual lanes. It may also occur at high volume to capacity ratios with many
individual cycle failures. Poor traffic progression and long cycle lengths may
also contribute significantly to high delay levels.
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Existing Conditions
Figure 4: Existing Traffic Characteristics

Legend
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Existing Conditions
Crash History
Crash history was requested for the most recent three-year period, and was provided by
the North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) Traffic Operations Section.
Crash data was provided for each intersection reporting an incident along the corridor.
The following is a summary of the results from the NDDOT compilation:
Intersection

Crashes

4th Ave. S. & Cherry St.

5

4th Ave. S. & Cottonwood St.

5

4th Ave. S. & Walnut St.

2

4th Ave. S. & Chestnut St.

4

4th Ave. S. & Belmont Rd.

6

4th Ave. S. & Reeves Dr.

3

4th Ave. S. & Minnesota Ave.

1

Minnesota Ave. & S. 5th St.

2

Minnesota Ave. & S. 4th St.

1

Minnesota Ave. & S. 3rd St.

0

The crash history for the three year period between 7/1/2005 and 6/30/2008 included 29
crashes with the following statistics:
2 bicycle crashes with motor vehicles, both bicycles cited for failure to yield. (7%)
8 injury accidents (28%)
5 crashes involved parked cars, some on side streets (17%)
11 crashes in ice/slush (38%)
8 crashes after dark (28%)
4 crashes hit fixed objects (trees, etc) (14%)
2 crashes were motorcycles laid down (7%)
The causes of crashes cited included DUI, failure to yield, no clear factor and attention
distracted.
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Existing Conditions
Existing Traffic Control Devices / Street Lighting
Within the corridor there are two signalized intersections. Signals are located
at 4th Avenue South and Cherry Street, and at 4th Avenue South and Belmont
Road. Some of the pedestrian signal heads at Belmont Road don’t provide the
required 7-foot clearance for pedestrians walking by.
Street signs are in fair condition along the corridor. The street name signs’
letter height is 4” capital letters.
Street lighting is cobra head type mounted on wood poles and does not
appear to meet modern lighting level standards. Power to the street lights is
fed on overhead lines.
Parking is allowed on the south side of the street east of Cherry Street for
approximately 300 feet.
School crossings are marked at the intersections on either side of Phoenix
Elementary School. Post mounted flashing beacons are used at the Walnut
intersection while a traffic signal with pedestrian signals controls the Belmont
Road intersection. The school utilizes adult crossing guards at the school
crossings during arrival / departure of students.
Pedestrians and Bicycles
There are no existing or planned bike paths or bike lanes along 4th Avenue
South or Minnesota Avenue within the study area. Further to the east, there is
a shared use path that parallels the Red River. There is access to this path at
the north end of the corridor on the north side of South 3rd Street. To the north,
there is shared use path parallel to Demers Avenue that connects the
downtown area with the western side of Grand Forks. There is a signed bike
route on 5th Avenue South between South 9th Street and Walnut Street.
Sidewalks parallel the roadway on both sides of the street and have varied
widths. Although some sidewalk is in good condition, most sidewalks are in
need of replacement. Curb ramps are not present in many locations, and
updates are needed to existing curb ramps to include truncated domes to
meet ADA requirements. There are a few locations (west side of Phoenix
Elementary and a block west of Walnut Street) that have the original dimpled
square paver sidewalk.
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Existing Conditions
Speed Limits
The posted speed limit along the corridor is 25 mph. with a reduced speed
limit of 15 mph within the school zone next to Phoenix Elementary School.
Area residents have expressed concern that motorists frequently exceed
the speed limits.
Bus Routes
The study corridor is not currently used as a city bus route. Bus routes
cross 4th Avenue South at Cherry Street, Walnut Street and Belmont
Road. School buses at Phoenix Elementary do not use Fourth Avenue for
loading and unloading.
Historical Properties
The corridor passes through the “Near Southside Historic District”. See
Figure 3 for the location of the historic district boundaries. Several of the
buildings along the corridor are considered historic and are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. Any recommendations regarding the
future of the corridor should not have any adverse affects on these
buildings.
Existing Tree Canopy and Significance
The area has many large mature trees that are a part of the historic and
residential character of the neighborhood. Public sentiment has indicated
that any improvements to the corridor should preserve the existing trees
as much as possible.
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Future Conditions
The future traffic conditions are based upon the adopted GF-EGF MPO Long
Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), which assumes no change in land use along
the corridor. The LRTP includes future traffic forecasts for year 2035 on Arterial
and Collector streets throughout the metro area. The 2035 traffic forecasts are
based upon the LRTP population and employment growth projections. The LRTP
analysis indicated growth in East Grand Forks south of the Point Bridge that would
travel to south Grand Forks via the shortest river crossing route. See Figure 5. The
LRTP also indicates growth in housing units in Grand Forks south of 32nd Avenue
S. which may also contribute to increasing corridor traffic as it would likely access
the corridor and Point Bridge to enter East Grand Forks.
The LRTP recommended improvements were identified to reduce or minimize
future traffic congestion while also improving the ability for efficient transportation
connections within the metro area. Two improvements recommended in the LRTP
that impact the Minnesota and Fourth Avenues are the future river crossings
planned for the Merrifield Crossing and at 32nd Avenue South. These new bridges
would provide shorter routes between south Grand Forks and south East Grand
Forks.
Without the adopted plan to construct the two additional river crossings, traffic on
the Point Bridge (east end of Minnesota Avenue) was projected to increase from
today’s 5,400 ADT to 12,800 ADT (see figure 6) . A typical 2-lane street without
turn lanes has a LOS C capacity of about 10,000 ADT. When traffic volumes start
to exceed 10,000 ADT on a 2-lane road, intersection turn lanes or a two-way left
turn lane may be needed to maintain LOS C. If the approved network with bridges
is not planned to be implemented, the traffic along the corridor should be reanalyzed with updated traffic data to determine an appropriate LOS analysis.
The adopted LRTP includes the Merrifield Crossing bridge as a medium range (10
to 20 years) priority and the 32nd Avenue South bridge as a long range priority (20
to 25 years). With both river crossings in place, the year 2035 forecast for
Minnesota and 4th Avenues ranges from 4,000 – 5,700 ADT, similar to today’s
traffic volumes. A detailed traffic operations analysis of existing and future traffic
yielded LOS C or better at all intersections with no changes to the existing 2-lane
street geometry. See figure 7 for detailed traffic volumes and traffic analysis
results.
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Future Conditions
Figure 5: Growth in Housing Units South of The Point Bridge
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Future Conditions
Figure 6: 2035 Traffic - Existing and Committed Network

Legend
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Future Conditions
Figure 7: 2035 Traffic – Approved Network

Legend
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Identification of Major Issues
Historical Significance
Issue: The Granitoid pavement is individually listed on the National
Register of Historic Places and contributes to the overall character of
the Near Southside Historic District. Therefore, the removal of the
Granitoid from the district will negatively affect the historic character. A
mitigation plan must be approved prior to any removal or repairs.
There are three types of historical resources that are anticipated to be
impacted by removal of Granitoid pavements and street reconstruction efforts
along the Minnesota / Fourth Avenue corridor.
1. Granitoid Pavements and Sandstone Curbing
The pavement along the corridor contains remnants of an innovative concrete
pavement known as Granitoid. Granitoid pavement was a patented paving
product of the R.S. Blome Company of Chicago, IL. The process involved a
two-course design of a five-inch thick concrete base with a two-inch thick top
coat wearing surface of larger aggregates from hard stone, preferably granite.
The surface was then scored into four-inch by nine-inch blocks resembling
pavers which aided in better footing for horses. Granitoid was ideally suited for
the temperature and soil conditions of Grand Forks. This in conjunction with
the fact that the Blome company utilized local Grand Forks concrete and
gravel companies led to several paving projects in Grand Forks from 1910 –
1911. The Blome company embedded numerous bronze name plates that
further defined that Granitoid was a patented process and can still be found
along the corridor near the United Lutheran Church parking lot.
In 1991, the R.S. Blome Granitoid pavements in Grand Forks were formally
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Granitoid pavement is
also a contributing feature of the Near Southside Historic District, whose
historic buildings stretch from South Fourth Street to the alley west of Walnut
Street. Because of the pavement’s historic significance, a Programmatic
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for Emergency/Non Emergency Street
Improvements exists between the City of Grand Forks and the State Historical
Society of North Dakota (SHSND).
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Identification of Major Issues
Historical Significance (Cont’d)
The MOA was executed on October 13, 1994 and defines the conditions of
which the city can make repairs to the Granitoid without prior consultation with
the State Historical Society. A copy of the MOA can be found in the appendix.
The corridor also contains segments of sandstone curbing originally laid at the
time of Granitoid construction. Some of the sandstone curbing found in the
district still contains buggy guards that relate back to the days of horse drawn
transportation in Grand Forks; however, there are no known buggy guards
along the corridor study area.
The sandstone curbing has also deteriorated over time and from modern snow
removal equipment. Areas of most noticeable damage are at curb radii at
intersections and alley entrances. Over the years, the sandstone curbing has
been removed as necessary and replaced with standard concrete curb and
gutter. This has resulted in a dissimilar curb appearance along the corridor
and may be affecting proper conveyance of storm water drainage to area
storm inlets. There exists an unknown quantity of salvaged sandstone curbing
from reconstruction efforts after the flood of 1997.
Since the reconstruction of the corridor could result in removal of Granitoid,
sandstone curbing, and buggy guards in the project study area, contextual
design concepts should be considered as part of this project to mitigate the
removal of pavements and curbing, and to help minimize negative impacts to
the historic district and neighborhood.
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Identification of Major Issues
Historical Significance (Cont’d)
2. Near Southside Historic District
In 2004, approximately 400 properties representing six decades of
American residential architectural styles within the Near Southside
Historic District were listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
The district is bounded on the north and south by 1st Ave. S. and 13th Ave.
S., and on the east and west by the levee and Walnut St. A special feature
of the neighborhood is the triangular parks created by a change from the
early platting process along the Red River to the more recent north / south
“Jeffersonian” grid layout.
Buildings throughout the district have been well preserved, despite the
flood of 1997. Recommendations for the future of the corridor should
include consideration of “context sensitive” design solutions to ensure the
quality of the neighborhood remains intact or is improved.
3. Existing Canopy Trees
The corridor is lined with mature American Elms fairly uniformly on both
sides. Most trees are set back in the boulevards with ample space
between the trunk and the existing curb line. The street trees that exist
add tremendous value to the aesthetics of the corridor and create a sense
of enclosure that helps to calm traffic. The trees are known to contribute
much to the historic “feel” of the neighborhood and should be preserved
and protected.
Reconstruction efforts could adversely affect the tree root systems that
likely spread underneath the street pavement. Alternative construction
efforts to avoid cutting and compaction of these root systems should be
explored to minimize loss or damage to the existing corridor canopy trees.
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Identification of Major Issues
Pavement Conditions
Issue: If the Granitoid is left in place, the pavement will continue to deteriorate,
which also negatively affects the neighborhood.
The Minnesota / Fourth Avenue corridor is paved with a variety of surfaces. Much of
the remaining visible Granitoid has been patched with asphalt and concrete, while
other sections have been completely overlaid with asphalt. After the MOA, where
Granitoid has been removed for transmission pipeline or other utility work, the
removed sections of Granitoid have been replaced by stamped and colored concrete.
If non-Granitoid pavements were removed, they were patched with either asphalt or
concrete pavement. The paving along the corridor is inconsistent, resulting in a
patchwork like appearance and rough ride of various paving and patching materials.
The 1994 corridor study called for the removal of all remaining Granitoid to be
replaced with stamped concrete, except for a section of Granitoid west of Chestnut
Street to remain in place, but also noted that during that time frame, the pavement was
in poor condition. This section, from Chestnut west to Cottonwood is now considered
beyond any feasible process for long term maintenance and has worsened
considerably since the 1994 study.
The present condition of the pavement results in poor ride quality and may be causing
motorist frustration as a portion of the westbound traffic from the Point Bridge has
been observed to avoid the corridor altogether and turn south on either Reeves Drive
or Belmont Road. However, there are some in the community that feel that the
pavement condition is serving as de facto traffic calming, as motorists need to slow
down to navigate the cobbled-like ride of the corridor.

Intersection of Minnesota and Fourth Avenues
Issue: Without a proactive solution to the known hazards that exist, the safety
of the public may be at risk.
The intersection of Minnesota and Fourth Avenues is a prominent area along the
corridor. The intersection is a prime example of the changing of platting from River
based layout to the more modern north / south grid pattern. The intersection is flanked
by a large neighborhood green space known as Triangle Park, where visitors can read
about the historic district under the shade of large Elm tree canopies.
The primary reason for studying the intersection of Minnesota and Fourth Avenues is
due to the skewed angle at which the streets interconnect and the sharp curve through
the intersection.
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Identification of Major Issues
Phoenix Elementary School Crossings
Issue: Pedestrian Safety
Phoenix Elementary School is located near the center of the study area on
the south side of Fourth Avenue between Belmont Road and Chestnut
Street. The school has an enrollment of approximately 210 students
(Kindergarten to Fifth grade) and employs about 50 faculty and staff.
The school generates significant pedestrian activity along the corridor.
Safety of the young children that must cross corridor traffic to access the
school is a major concern in the area.
Due to increased concerns for safety in area schools, the Advanced
Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) was contacted to conduct pedestrian
safety and traffic circulation evaluations at three schools, one being the
Phoenix Elementary School.
In addition to maintaining compliance with the Grand Forks School Traffic
Control Device Strategy Study, several recommendations were made to
improve safety and function of the school crossing in the ATAC study.
Recommendations from the ATAC study (2008) regarding signage,
pavement markings, and other engineering improvements outlined for the
Phoenix Elementary School should be incorporated with
recommendations of this study.
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Public Participation and Involvement
An important aspect to the success of this study is the encouragement of public
participation and involvement in the planning process. To achieve a well rounded
process for public involvement, the following tools were utilized during the study:
1. Steering Committee
The steering committee was established as a local input committee to act as
liaisons between the consultant (KL&J) and the various groups that will be affected
by the project. Groups represented in the steering committee included:
• Grand Forks – East Grand Forks MPO
• Grand Forks Historic Preservation Committee
• State Historical Society of North Dakota
• Grand Forks School District
• Grand Forks Planning Commission
• Near Southside Neighborhood
• Central Park Neighborhood
• Grand Forks City Engineering
In general, the responsibilities and objectives of the steering committee were to:
• Provide input
• Challenge consultant’s assumptions or concepts
• Assist in establishing goals and objectives of the project
• Attend Public Input Meetings
• Assist in building community consensus
• Serve as connections between the consultant and community
The steering committee met five times over the course the study and was
responsible for forming a consensus with regard to offering appropriate
recommendations for the corridor. Minutes of the steering committee meetings are
included in the Appendix.
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Public Participation and Involvement
Public Participation and Involvement (cont’d)
2. Public Input Meetings / Open Houses
A series of three (3) public input meetings were held to encourage citizen participation
in the corridor study. The meetings were held at the Phoenix Elementary School
gymnasium and United Lutheran Fellowship hall. Both locations were selected for their
proximity to the corridor, in hopes of attracting residents of the neighborhood to the
meetings. The goals of the public input meetings were as follows:
• To generate ideas
• To identify attitudes
• To distribute and present information
• To resolve conflict
• To provide an open forum to express general feelings
• To serve as listening sessions for the consultant (KL&J)
Advertisements for all public input meetings were placed in the Grand Forks Herald,
and on the MPO website.
3. Project Newsletters
Another tool used as an outlet for public outreach was the distribution of project
newsletters. The newsletters contained information about upcoming meetings,
descriptions of the project’s purpose, contact information, summaries of input received,
and concept proposals. Project newsletters were sent to a mailing list established by
the MPO, indicating the schedule for all upcoming public input meetings. See appendix
for copies of project newsletters.
4. MPO Website
The Grand Forks – East Grand Forks MPO posted various documents on their website
(www.theforksmpo.org) for citizens to check progress of the study and to download
presentations, newsletters, and other pertinent information relating the corridor study.
5. Mailings to Corridor Residents
Post cards were mailed to residents to disseminate information about the purpose of
the study, upcoming meetings, locations, and times of public input meetings to
encourage citizen participation.
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Formation of Alternatives
Concept alternatives were developed to address the goals, objectives, and issues.
In general, the concepts fit into two (2) separate categories for consideration in this
corridor study. The categories and their explanations are as follows:
A. Historic Mitigation Items – Alternatives formulated to help offset or
compensate for the negative effects and impacts of removal of historic Granitoid
pavement from the corridor.
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions – Alternatives that should be considered
components of the core project and thought of as necessary items to ensure the
project is in harmony with the aesthetic and historic value of the surrounding
district. Context sensitive design solutions also take into account certain aspects of
the neighborhood that are unique to this study, such as school crossings and
alternatives for traffic calming and pedestrian safety due to the corridor’s
residential nature.
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts
1. Salvaging of existing intact Granitoid where possible.
Previous projects where water or sewer main work has been done along the
corridor have called for the removed Granitoid pavement to be sawcut into neat
squares, palletized, and salvaged for future use. At the time of this study, an
unknown amount of Granitoid exists for use as replacement “squares” for potential
replacement projects. Some of the existing Granitoid may have come from flood
related removals as well.
At the time this study was being conducted, a separate investigative study was in
progress by the State Historical Society to determine the severity of cracking
present in the Granitoid pavements throughout the district and to classify or rate

Granitoid being salvaged
from watermain repair
project. Photo from report by
AE2S

the conditions of various pavement segments. From that study it may become
evident that there are pieces or sections of Granitoid along the Minnesota / Fourth
Avenue corridor that are candidates for rehabilitation / preservation or are
salvageable for all practical purposes.

Example of salvaged
Granitoid slab. Photo from
report by AE2S
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Formation of Alternatives
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts (cont’d)
2. Provide stamping of proposed concrete surface to match
pattern of removed Granitoid.
To improve the ride quality of the street, it became apparent that
the corridor would need to be reconstructed with a new pavement.
Some portions of the corridor have been overlaid with asphalt;
however, concrete was discussed as being the preferred paving
surface in terms of longevity and is a paving standard for
roadways of this classification in Grand Forks.

Inset: Stamping pattern longitudinal
to traffic flow

The 1994 study recommended that the entire corridor be paved
with stamped concrete to resemble the original Granitoid. This
study finds stamped concrete to be the most preferred option to
provide the texture and appearance of the removed Granitoid,
thus maintaining the intrinsic “feel” of the historic district. An
additional consideration for the stamping is to rotate the pattern by
90 degrees, so that the long running joints of the imprint would run
longitudinally to the direction of traffic flow (see inset) to minimize
damage from snow removal equipment. The rotation of the
pattern would also serve as a means to distinguish new stamped
concrete from historic Granitoid pavements.

Example of colored and
stamped concrete along
corridor

Coloring of proposed concrete along the corridor was considered
by the steering team as a means of more closely matching the
pigmentation of Granitoid. Coloring of concrete has already taken
place throughout the corridor where removed Granitoid was
replaced with stamped concrete as shown in the margin.
A special surface finish of the new stamped concrete that involves
sandblasting of the pavement to expose aggregates and offer a
more worn or weathered appearance of the original Granitoid was
considered by the steering committee. The purpose of the surface
finish is to provide a “weathered” appearance of the concrete to
match the removed Granitoid pavement.

Example of special surface finish of stamped
concrete, Duluth, Mn. Photos courtesy of
Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota,
Matt Zeller, P.E.
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Formation of Alternatives
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts (cont’d)
3. Preserve original R.S. Blome bronze pavement markers in place with
original 2’ x 2’ Granitoid panel surrounding.
As a means of relating the new stamped concrete to the historic Granitoid, it
was proposed by a member of the steering committee that the markers could
remain in place, and that the markers would serve as piece of history to
remain in place along the corridor despite any proposed Granitoid removal.
There are at least two (2) known Blome markers along the corridor study area
considered for this treatment.
The process of preserving the markers in situ would include saw cutting the
existing pavement around the marker in approximately a 2’x2’ or larger

Bronze R.S. Blome Marker – near
United Lutheran Church

square, and installing the new pavement up to the panel.
4. Preserve or reset as much original sandstone curbing as possible in place.
It is likely that any proposed reconstruction efforts will include the removal of
the existing sandstone curbing found throughout the corridor to provide
necessary subgrade preparation, grading, and drainage of the street corridor.
There were several options presented to re-use the sandstone curbing in other
ways along the corridor as enhancements such as street markers or in
sidewalk areas, but the steering committee felt that the most appropriate use
of the sandstone would be to salvage intact pieces removed along the corridor
for re-use as curbing. It is unknown how much sandstone curbing may be

Sandstone curbing

available from stockpiles after the flood reconstruction efforts, which is why the
committee felt it was appropriate to reuse the sandstone curbing in its original
intended function.
Areas where sandstone curb is used to form radii along the corridor should not
be considered for replacement, as costs to salvage and replace small curved
pieces would be too high, and the integrity of the curbing would be sacrificed.
The steering committee agreed that to be mindful of project costs, only intact
sandstone curb pieces greater than 4’ in length should be reused along the
corridor. The remaining pieces removed during construction that are less than

Sandstone curbing – top view

4’ in length should also be salvaged for use on other restoration projects
where sandstone curb exists in the city.
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Formation of Alternatives
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts (cont’d)
5. Identify a segment in the district to focus on preservation of Granitoid in
place and identify a plan of preservation (patching process, crack sealing,
curb replacement, etc.)
Since the Granitoid pavement is a historic resource, loss of the remaining
Granitoid along the corridor and throughout the historic district is a major
concern amongst both the state and local historic preservation offices as
well as many members of the steering committee.
It was agreed upon at the steering committee level that the existing
Granitoid pavement along the corridor was no longer serviceable and that
utility replacement projects along the corridor had resulted and will result
in more removal of Granitoid. However, a major concern was that there is
no plan in place other than the existing MOA to deal with future street
projects involving Granitoid pavement.
As a result, a compromise was proposed between the city and local
historical preservation commission to allow the removal of the remaining
Granitoid along the corridor, as long as the city would commit to a plan for
preserving a segment or segments of Granitoid pavement in the historic
district with enough integrity to remain in place.
Following the flood of 1997, and after further deterioration of Granitoid
paved streets in Grand Forks, a proposal was submitted to the State
Historical Society from Dr. Lonny Winrich, of the Grand Forks Historic
Preservation Commission. The basis of the proposal was to lay out a
framework to ensure the long-term preservation of Granitoid in Grand
Forks and included three (3) key elements:
• Limitation of the amount of Granitoid to be preserved
• Restoration and maintenance of preserved Granitoid
• Promotion of the Granitoid as a historical and cultural resource
Dr. Winrich’s concept proposal gained support from both the State
Historical Society and the City of Grand Forks and in July of 1999 was
approved by the City Council.
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Formation of Alternatives
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts (cont’d)
The steering committee along with the GF-EGF MPO formed a consensus
that Dr. Winrich’s proposal should be studied and referenced to further
explore the concepts put forth in the document. It was determined that if
the Granitoid was indeed removed from the corridor that it is prudent to
review which segments in the city contain serviceable Granitoid worthy of
a preservation effort. Since this study specifically focuses on Granitoid
remaining along and within the corridor limits, this agreement and further
discussion and agreement should continue between the city, state and
local historic preservation offices, and the MPO to provide a plan for long
term preservation efforts as outlined in Dr. Winrich’s proposal. A copy of

Granitoid condition along 2nd
Ave. S. near the intersection of
Cottonwood St.

the proposal is included in the Appendix.
Through discussion and review of the proposal, the steering committee
has recommended the following segments as candidates for preservation.
The segments listed were found to be in excellent or good condition in
1999 (Winrich proposal). The current condition is unknown, and should be
confirmed with the current study of pavement conditions by the State
Historical Society.
• 2nd Avenue S. - between Walnut and Chestnut
• 2nd Avenue S. – eastern half block between Cottonwood and Walnut
• Cottonwood St. – between 2nd Avenue S. and 3rd Ave. S.
• 3rd Avenue S. – between Cottonwood and Walnut
It is important to note that the segments listed above on 2nd Avenue S.
have no public utilities underneath the pavement, thus nullifying the need
for any future street cuts through the Granitoid for repairs, replacements,
etc.
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Formation of Alternatives
A. Historic Mitigation Concepts (cont’d)
6. Preserve Granitoid alley entrances when compatible with adjacent
proposed street grades.
Since the alley entrances along the study area are not contributing to any
major traffic issues or safety concerns, the steering team felt that they
could be left in place so that original Granitoid was still present along the
corridor. The committee agreed that the entrances to alleys can be
preserved in place when compatible with future street grades and
construction efforts.
Existing Granitoid alley entrance
7. Re-use a portion of salvaged Granitoid in a public green space (city
owned parcel) near the corridor with an informative marker outlining the
significance of Granitoid pavement.
To further promote the Granitoid pavement as a historical and cultural
resource, it is recommended that a portion of the pavement be re-used in
an aesthetic fashion where people can see and learn about the
significance of the historic pavement. The ideal location for this type of
display is in a public park setting to maximize exposure to the display. The
display should include the following items:
• Cut and salvaged Granitoid (either from stockpiles or from removal off
the corridor at time of construction)
• An informative marker describing the Granitoid’s significance
• Sandstone curbing as borders or seatwalls to encapsulate the pavement
edges.
• Subtle landscape enhancements like perennials, annuals, or small
shrubs that reflect typical garden treatments in the early 1900’s.
The following (public) locations were considered for the display:
-517 3rd Ave. S. (vacant parcel from 1997 flood)
-Downtown Sculpture Park near 4th St. and Demers
-Kannowski Greenway Park (South of Point Bridge)

Examples of Granitoid reuse in a
public green space, Duluth, Mn.
Photos courtesy of Concrete Paving
Association of Minnesota,
Matt Zeller, P.E.

-Triangle Park (corner of Minnesota / Fourth Avenues)
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Formation of Alternatives
Figure 8: Concept of Granitoid Reuse in a Public Green Space

Design Concepts for Triangle Park,
Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson Inc.
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions
1. Pedestrian Lighting
To reinforce the pedestrian scale of the neighborhood and to provide
lighting that compliments the quality of the corridor, new pedestrian light
fixtures are recommended. The best alternative for lighting should
consider both aesthetics and cost efficiency. To satisfy both of these
considerations, it was agreed that the vintage style light fixture already
used by the City would be adequate. The fixture can be found throughout
downtown Grand Forks and would have the same ballast and accessories
for ease of maintenance by public works.
Although pedestrian lighting would enhance the pedestrian and
neighborhood aspects of the corridor, it is equally important to note that an
excess of lighting or light fixtures should be avoided. A recommendation

Pedestrian Light Fixture in
Downtown Grand Forks

as a basis for lighting design is five (5) lights per block in a staggered
location (3 lights on one side, 2 on the opposite). A lighting analysis will
need to be completed in the design phase to determine actual fixture
numbers, placement, and how many conventional style roadway lights
may be needed to meet modern lighting level standards.
2. Black Traffic Signals and Post Sleeves
The development of a consistent theme for signage and traffic control is
important to the integrity of the design and its appropriateness to the
historic district. Therefore, it is recommended by the steering committee
that black is the preferred color for traffic signal posts and accessories
along the corridor.

Black Signal
Post and Head

In addition to selecting black fixtures for roadway appurtenances when
possible, the design team also recommends the incorporation of black
plastic or pvc post sleeves to cover or mask the appearance of standard
galvanized telspar posts typically used for sign posts, such as street name
or no parking sign posts. City policy is to provide emphasis to some sign
posts with reflective tape, like stop or school crossing signs.

Black Post Sleeve
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
3. Intersection Crosswalk Bulb-Outs
The addition of bulb -outs at the intersections along the corridor was
explored with the following objectives in mind:
• Improve pedestrian safety
• Reduces pedestrian walking distance at crosswalks
• Creates higher pedestrian visibility at intersections
• Narrows the traffic lanes at the intersection which reduces traffic and
turning speeds

Plan View of Crosswalk Bulb-Out Concept
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
4. Medians at Corridor Entries
Raised medians constructed of concrete curb and gutter were presented
as means of traffic calming for vehicles entering the corridor at each end.
The raised medians also serve as visual cues for motorists conveying a
sense of entry into the neighborhood.
The placement of the medians are best suited at locations where the right
of way widens from 66’ up to 73’ or 80’ to accommodate the additional
width of the median. The placement should also consider and minimize
impacts to driveway entrances, turn lanes, and trees along the corridor.
Figure 9 shows the conceptual median entry locations within the corridor.

Plan View of Median at Corridor Entry

Figure 9: Conceptual Median Locations Within Corridor
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
5. Historic District Entry Monuments
A concept was developed and presented for the incorporation of an entry
monument placed at each end of the corridor to denote the historic district
and make motorists aware that they are entering a historic neighborhood.
The placement of the monument could either be one element contained in
the raised median areas or two elements at each end of the corridor
placed within the boulevards and could include the following design
symbols or influences:
• Architectural Styles
• Tree Lined Streets
• Granitoid Pavement Patterns
• Text indicating “Near Southside Historic District”

Concept of Historic District Entry Monument (in Median)
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
6. Sandstone Curbing as Enhancements
To identify strategies for creative re-use of materials, the design team
presented concepts to re-use the sandstone curbing removed along the
project in new ways. The following concepts were presented and
considered by the steering committee:
1.

Sandstone Street Markers – Used at intersections along the
corridor and could have street names sandblasted into the
stone.

2.

Decorative insets at street corners – Used at crosswalk
areas as decorative banding or accents in the pavement.

Sandstone Street Markers

Decorative Sandstone Insets at
Crosswalk Areas
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
7. Intersection Alternatives – Minnesota and Fourth Avenues
As described earlier, one of the primary issues identified along the
corridor is the intersection of Minnesota and Fourth Avenues. The
existing intersection has a sharp curve, restricted sight distance and
confusing traffic operations. Although the intersection does not have a
high crash rate, high traffic speeds and unsafe turning movements
through the intersection have been noted.

Alternative 1 – Mini Roundabout
with One Way Approaches

As a proactive approach to the known issues of the intersection the
following four (4) alternatives were presented to the public and
steering committee. None of the concepts generated are expected to
require any tree removals.

Alternative 2 – Mini Roundabout with
Two Way Approaches

Alternative 3 – Realigned Intersection
with Raised Median

Alternative 4 – Realigned Intersection with Striping
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
Alternative 1 – Mini Roundabout with One Way Approaches (Figure 10)
Mini Roundabouts have been shown to improve vehicle and pedestrian safety due to reduced conflict
points and lower traffic speeds. The Mini Roundabout has the following characteristics:
• A raised central island that all traffic circulates around the same direction in a counter-clockwise direction.
• Vehicles entering the intersection yield to those already in the roundabout
• A portion of the center island is paved with mountable curb to allow safe passage of larger emergency
vehicles and trucks requiring a larger turning radius.
• Deflection through the intersection is used to maintain lower traffic speeds.
The Mini Roundabout with one way approaches would make 4th Ave. S. (east of Minnesota Avenue) a oneway east, which eliminates the sight distance issue at the intersection from west bound traffic from this

4th Ave. S.
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Figure 10: Alternative 1: Mini Roundabout with One Way Approaches
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
Alternative 2 – Mini Roundabout with Two Way Approaches (Figure 11)
The Mini Roundabout with two way approaches also eliminates the sight
distance issue but would make S. 6th St. (existing one-way) a two way street
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to allow residents to enter the street from the intersection.

4th Ave. S.

Figure 11: Alternative 2: Mini Roundabout with Two Way Approaches
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
Alternative 3 – Realigned Intersection with Raised Median (Figure 12)
The realigned intersection provides a 90 degree configuration for all traffic
entering the intersection which eliminates the sight restrictions. The raised
median controls turning movements through the intersection by eliminating
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overlap of lane use and lowering traffic speeds.
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6 th
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4th Ave. S.
4th Ave. S.

Figure 12: Alternative 3: Realigned Intersection with Raised Median
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
Alternative 4 – Realigned Intersection with Striping (Figure 13)
The realigned intersection also provides a 90 degree configuration for all traffic
entering the intersection, which eliminates the sight restrictions. The revisions
also change the direction of traffic flow on S. 6th St. to prevent that traffic from
entering the intersection where a sight restriction exists. The delineation of
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lanes is provided by standard lane striping.

4th Ave. S.
4th Ave. S.

Figure 13: Alternative 4: Realigned Intersection with Striping
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
8. School Crossing Recommendations: Phoenix Elementary
At the time this corridor study was in progress, a separate school safety study was
being conducted due to increased concerns for safety at area schools. The safety
study was conducted by the Advanced Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) and Ulteig
Engineers to evaluate pedestrian safety and traffic circulation at three (3) schools
in the Grand Forks School District, one of which is the Phoenix Elementary
School.
Since the Phoenix Elementary School generates a large amount of pedestrian and
vehicular activity along the corridor, it is important that the ATAC study
recommendations be reviewed and considered within the framework
recommendations of this study.
Upon evaluating the pedestrian safety and traffic conditions, ATAC provided
recommendations to address the following issues:
• Traffic Control (pavement markings and signage)
• Parking
• Pick up / drop off areas
• Pedestrian crosswalks
• Student dismissal patterns and vehicular interactions
ATAC developed a set of improvement strategies to improve the safety around the
Phoenix Elementary School for both short / medium term and long term. The
following is a summary of recommendations from the ATAC study for the Phoenix
Elementary School:
• Update signs and pavement markings as specified (short-term)
• Change the orientation of the parking stalls in the south parking lot (short-term)
• Add a turn-out lane on Belmont Rd. next to the school (medium / long term)
• Add an additional lane to the driveway exiting the south parking lot onto Chestnut
St. (medium / long term)
Figure 14 is provided showing the changes recommended by ATAC for the
Phoenix Elementary School.
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Figure 14: ATAC Study Recommendations
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
9. Sidewalks, Crosswalks, and Accessible Ramps
Upon review of the sidewalk conditions along the corridor, there were areas
observed that were either in need of replacement or did not conform to
accessibility codes altogether. Areas of dimpled paver sidewalks have heaved
creating potential tripping hazards for pedestrians. In addition to sidewalk
conditions, there were also areas observed that are void of an accessible
ramp to at crosswalks.

Existing Dimpled Paver Sidewalk

The GF-EGF MPO has provided an analysis map of sidewalk conditions (see
figure 15) along the corridor and have labeled areas with sidewalks in bad,
fair, or new condition.
The areas of bad condition indicate potential tripping hazards and should be
replaced as soon as practical. The inset photograph shows an area along the
corridor where there is no accessible ramp. The consultant recommends that
accessible ramps be installed to bring the corridor up to ADA compliance. As
part of the ramp construction, the consultant also recommends that the
necessary truncated dome panels for tactile warning devices could be

Existing Sidewalk With No Ramp

selected to achieve an alternate color scheme from standard yellow to fit in
better with the historic context of the neighborhood.
An area also noted for improvement includes the skewed crosswalk striping
existing at the intersection of Chestnut Street and 4th Avenue South. The
striping was indicated to remain at a skew in ATAC’s study, however the
consultant recommends that the ramps and associated striping be aligned
perpendicular across the roadway (see figure 16) to shorten the distance of
the crosswalk, comply with ADA standards for the visually impaired, and
improve pedestrian safety.
The realignment will require that the crosswalk on the southeast corner of the
intersection move east along 4th Ave. S. to align with the northeast corner

Example of ADA Curb Ramp with
Brick Colored Truncated Dome
Panel

ramp.
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Figure 15: Sidewalk Conditions Analysis
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Formation of Alternatives
Figure 16: Alignment of Skewed Crosswalks

Existing Crosswalk Condition at Chestnut
St. and 4th Ave. S. (East Crosswalk)

Proposed Alignment of Crosswalks
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Formation of Alternatives
B. Context Sensitive Design Solutions (cont’d)
10. Corridor Landscaping
To soften the implementation of the recommendations into the corridor, it is
recommended that landscape enhancements be incorporated along with
pavement reconstruction efforts. In addition to providing increased corridor
aesthetics, landscaping within roadway corridors has been shown to reduce
traffic speeds and motorist perception of a “wide” street. The following areas
should be considered for landscape enhancements:
• Medians at corridor entries (see number 4)

Areas For Potential Canopy Tree Infill

• Central island of Mini Roundabout (low subtle landscaping – 36” or less in
height.)
• Canopy tree infill areas (areas lacking boulevard trees). Infill trees should be
an Elm (Ulmus) species that is hardy to the Grand Forks region and is known
to be resistant to Dutch Elm Disease. Cathedral Elm is recommended to
match well with the existing tree canopy along the corridor. Newly planted
trees should be a minimum of 1-1/2” caliper in size with a preferred caliper
size of 3”. All proposed tree selections and sizes should be confirmed with City
Forestry.
11. Existing Canopy Tree Protection
The consultant recommends that prior to any reconstruction effort the
following tree protection processes are in place:
• Ground penetrating radar to determine depth of root systems under
pavement removal and replacement areas.

Mature Cathedral Elm, Photo by
Chad Giblin, University of Minnesota
Extension

• Tree / boulevard protection measures – snow fence perimeter around
boulevards to limit construction equipment access and compaction across
boulevards.
• Provisions in contract documents of tree damage penalties as a result of
construction.
• Require contractors to hand form concrete curb to minimize disturbance
behind the curb line where tree root flares are in close proximity.
• Inspection by the City Forestry of trees prior to, and during construction to
evaluate structural integrity and viability.

Example of Ground Penetrating
Radar Scanning,
Source:http://www.mwcog.org
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Analysis and Evaluation of Alternatives
After presenting the alternatives to the public and steering committee, it was
determined that further refinement and discussion should occur to test and evaluate
the concept alternatives based on the following criteria:
• Engineering design standards
• Safety
• Public acceptability
• Ease of implementation
• Impacts to historic or cultural resources
• Cost implications
Of the alternatives for historic mitigation and context sensitive solutions explained in
the previous sections, several were removed from recommendations for not meeting
the above criteria in one way or another.
The following alternatives were excluded from further consideration. The basis of the
exclusion is also provided so that it is understood why the alternative did not meet the
evaluation criteria.
1. Rotate Stamped Concrete Pattern
Basis of exclusion: Impacts to historic or cultural resources
The steering team, along with both State and local historic preservation offices felt that
the pattern of new stamped concrete should match the original pattern of Granitoid as
closely as possible. Although the steering committee could see the reasoning behind
the suggestion to rotate the pattern, all agreed or were indifferent that the pattern
should match the original Granitoid pattern.

Preferred Pattern and Orientation of Concrete Stamping
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Analysis and Evaluation of Alternatives
Excluded Alternatives (Cont’d)
2. Coloring of proposed stamped concrete
Basis of exclusion: Engineering design standards, ease of implementation,
and cost implications
The steering committee formed a consensus that the proposed coloring of
concrete was unnecessary. Furthermore, the coloring would be difficult to
match with future street repair efforts, resulting in a patchy, non-uniform
appearance. Additional costs were another excluding factor, as it was
estimated to add approximately $120,000 to the project.
Stipulation:
The steering team was in favor of colored concrete at the Mini Roundabout
intersection alternative only, as a means of distinguishing the central paved
island from adjacent stamped concrete road pavement.

Example of Colored Concrete at
Roundabout

Proposed Colored Concrete Areas at Mini Roundabout
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Analysis and Evaluation of Alternatives
Excluded Alternatives (Cont’d)
3. Special surface finish of stamped concrete
Basis of exclusion: Impacts to historic or cultural resources, ease of
implementation, cost implications, and public acceptability.
The steering committee felt that sandblasting of the newly stamped concrete
pavement to provide a “weathered” appearance to match the Granitoid would
result in the possibility of dust and noise in the neighborhood as a result of the
sandblasting. Also, the special surface finish was estimated to add
approximately $240,000 to the project. The steering committee agreed that
over time, the pavement would weather naturally, as did the Granitoid.
4. Preserve R.S. Blome pavement markers in place with original 2’x2’
Granitoid panel surrounding
Basis of exclusion: Impacts to historic or cultural resources, cost implications
The steering committee and local historic preservation office agree that the
bronze Blome markers along the corridor should be removed and salvaged
from the street. The recommendation to leave them in place may provide a
false sense of history and imply that the stamped concrete was Granitoid.
Instead, the Blome markers along with a 2’x2’ panel should be removed,
salvaged, and given to the City of Grand Forks or the Grand Forks Historic
Preservation Commission for safekeeping until an appropriate determination
of reuse is made.
5. Intersection crosswalk bulb-outs
Basis of exclusion: Engineering design standards, ease of implementation,
safety, public acceptability, impacts to historic or cultural resources, cost
implications
The turning movement through the bulb-out intersection was tested by the
consultant with traffic engineering principles and software, and was found to
make right turns for trucks and snow removal equipment along the corridor
very difficult. In addition, the area required to achieve the bulb-outs at the
intersection requires a larger intersection design area, resulting in additional
cost and could lead to potential tree removal. Although many communities
have used bulb-outs with success, they are typically used where there is
greater (wider) street width.
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Analysis and Evaluation of Alternatives
Excluded Alternatives (Cont’d)
6. Intersection Alternatives 1 and 3
Basis of exclusion: Engineering design standards, public
acceptability
Alternative 1:
The Mini Roundabout with one way approaches was not preferred
due to the creation of the one way on 4th Ave. S., east of the
intersection. The steering committee felt that the one way would
negatively impact the properties east of the intersection and inhibit

Excluded: Alternative 1 – Mini
Roundabout with One Way
Approaches

circulation to and from those properties.
Alternative 3:
The realigned intersection with raised medians was not preferred
due to the implications created by the raised medians through the
intersection. Implications include limited access to driveway
approaches near the intersection, as well as snow removal
difficulties.
7. Sandstone Curbing as Enhancements

Excluded: Alternative 3 – Realigned
Intersection with Raised Median

Basis of exclusion: Impacts to historic or cultural resources, cost
implications
Although some members of the steering committee liked the
sandstone street marker concept, it was determined that the use
of sandstone curbing as enhancements is not preferred. The State
Historic Society felt that the reuse of sandstone curb material will
function best and most accurately throughout the corridor as curb.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Much effort and compromise has been made by members of the steering committee to provide
a consensus of recommendations. Finding the middle ground in a project like the Minnesota /
Fourth Avenue Corridor Study is difficult. Every effort has been made in good faith by each
member of the steering committee to act as liaisons of the greater community of Grand Forks.
These recommendations are put forth in hopes of providing reasonable solutions to the known
issues of the corridor from a traffic operations standpoint, while remaining sensitive to the
inherent neighborhood quality and historic resources that are so prominent. The
recommendations are organized into two (2) categories: Historic Mitigation and Context
Sensitive Solutions.
A. Historic Mitigation Recommendations
1. Due to the irreversible deterioration, all remaining Granitoid along the corridor street
surface will be removed (contingent on approved mitigation plan). It is recommended that
entire corridor street surface be reconstructed with stamped concrete. The stamping pattern
should match the pattern and orientation of existing Granitoid removed.
2. Salvage and reset existing intact sandstone curbing 4’ or greater in length. Curved
sandstone pieces at curb radii will be replaced by standard concrete curb and gutter.
Salvaged sandstone curbing should be replaced to form complete (continuous) blocks if
enough is salvageable, to avoid a patchy or piecemeal appearance of sandstone next to
concrete curbing. Ideal locations for complete block resetting would be at corridor entry
points, working inward from opposite ends. Pieces smaller than 4’ shall not be discarded, but
salvaged for future preservation efforts off corridor or in park display areas.
3. An agreement should be further discussed between the City of Grand Forks and the State
and local historic preservation offices for the identification and commitment to preserve and
maintain segments of Granitoid in place that are in good condition. This agreement should
also identify a detailed plan for long term preservation (patching process, crack sealing, curb
replacement, etc.) Candidates for this preservation effort include:
- 2nd Avenue S. (between Walnut and Chestnut)
- 2nd Avenue S. (eastern half block between Cottonwood and Walnut)
- Cottonwood St. (between 2nd Avenue S. and 3rd Ave. S.)
- 3rd Avenue S. (between Cottonwood and Walnut)
The final selection of the segments for preservation should reference the current assessment
of Granitoid conditions by the State Historic Society.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Historic Mitigation Recommendations (cont’d)
4.

Granitoid alley entrances should remain in place, where compatible with future
street grades.

5.

Re-use a portion of salvaged Granitoid in a public green space (city owned
parcel) near the corridor with an informative marker outlining the significance
of Granitoid pavement. The steering committee strongly favors Kannowski
Greenway Park as the location for the display.

B. Context Sensitive Solutions
1.

Pedestrian lighting is recommended to be incorporated into the reconstruction
effort. The fixture and pole should match the existing vintage lighting scheme
in downtown Grand Forks. The lighting should be subtle with special attention
during the design so as not to “over-light” the corridor, while still meeting
AASHTO lighting levels. A reasonable target for pedestrian light fixtures may
be five (5) per block, in a staggered pattern.

2.

Traffic signals along the corridor should be black in color. Black post sleeves
should be considered to cover unsightly galvanized posts for street signs and
appurtenances so as to provide a consistent theme throughout the corridor.

3.

Medians are recommended at or near the corridor entries where the street
right-of-way widens from 66’ up to 73’ and 80’. Final location of the medians
shall be determined during the preliminary engineering phase of the project to
minimize impacts to driveways, turn lanes, or on-street parking.

4.

A district entry monument is recommended at each end of the corridor to
signify the entrance into the historic neighborhood. The design may include
one monument placed within the median at corridor entries, or two (2) smaller
more vertically oriented monuments at each end of the corridor, placed in the
boulevard on each side of the street.

5.

The most preferred intersection treatment for Minnesota / Fourth Avenue is
Alternative 2 (Mini Roundabout with two-way approaches) both from the
steering committee and public input perspective.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Context Sensitive Solutions (cont’d)
6.

It is recommended that the school crossing recommendations provided and
referenced in the ATAC study be implemented as the modifications will help
ensure the safety of school children at the Phoenix Elementary School area. The
consultant also recommends that the crosswalk ramps at the intersection of
Chestnut St. and 4th Ave. S. be realigned to eliminate the existing skew in the
crosswalk.

7.

All sidewalks and dimpled pavers found to be in bad condition should be replaced
with city standard concrete sidewalks to avoid potential tripping and accessibility
hazards. Unbroken dimpled pavers found along the corridor should be salvaged
for reuse in conjunction with the efforts to construct an interpretive Granitoid
display area in a public greenspace (mitigation recommendation #5). Areas that
are void of ADA compliant curb ramps should be replaced with city standard
ramps. Detectable warning panels used should be a color more fitting with the
historic context of the neighborhood, instead of standard yellow. An example of a
brick red panel was shown in the study (see pg. 47).

8.

Corridor landscape enhancements should compliment the reconstruction effort.
The goal of the landscaping should be to provide a subtle softening of the following
areas: Medians at corridor entries, roundabout (central island), and boulevard tree
infill areas.

9.

The project contract documents should have provisions to protect the existing
canopy trees that contribute so greatly to the character and quality of the corridor.
At a minimum, the provisions should include the following:
• Ground Penetrating Radar for root location and depth to compare with
proposed street sections and excavation.
• Tree and boulevard protection measures
• Penalties for damage or loss of trees from construction efforts.
• Require contractors to hand form concrete curb to minimize disturbance
behind the curb line where tree root flares are in close proximity..
• Inspection by the City Forestry of trees prior to, and during construction to
evaluate structural integrity and viability.
The estimated cost of the project is $4,100,000 (See figure 17)
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Corridor Cost Estimate

The above cost estimates
are for only above-ground
improvements and do not
include any costs for
improvements to
underground utilities such
as water lines, sanitary
sewer or storm sewer. The
underground utilities should
be evaluated prior to an
improvement project to
determine the extent and
cost of any underground
utility improvements that
may be needed. The cost
estimates are based upon
2008 bid prices, and any
inflation over 2008 prices
would increase the cost
estimates for construction at
some future date.
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